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Summary:
Couture Fashion Week, an extravaganza of luxurious runway fashion shows held in New York City,
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Article Body:
Event producer Andres Aquino presented the prestigious award to Mr. Khansa on the evening of S

Tani Keller of Germany was named ˆMost Innovative Fashion Designer˜ in recognition of her fine

The 3-day event showed the latest collections of a select group of international as well as Am
the cameras began to click and the designers´ creations emerged. Couture had
landed in New York with a splash from many foreign lands.
The collections had names reflecting the creative philosophies and moods of the designers.

From Latvia Anna Osmushkina presented ˆHeaven˜, weightless designs in natural fabrics hand-wov

Galina Dacheva from Bulgaria showed her ˆTimeless Fashion Collection˜ based on the ancient cra
The stunning collection from Payal Jain of India was entitled simply ˆBlanc˜, designs fit for
silhouettes with tone on tone treatments.
Lourdes Libman presented her ˆUnequally Blue˜ collection, a combination of
tropical flavor from her native Dominican Republic and sophisticated European flair.

The Russian designer contingent presented strong collections from three gifted designers:
- Galit Couture, coming to New York from Russia via Israel, showed a group of beautiful fairy- Routa´s designs are visual poetry brought to life with a unique perspective on fabric and st
- Lilia Berzon presented a group of sensuous evening designs characterized by an innovative us

Among the American designers taking part in Couture Fashion Week was Philadelphia-based Dah-ve

ˆWe have already received a large number of requests from designers around the world as well a
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